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Summary
The largest US banks (12/31/2022)

Impact of SVB bankruptcy:

  on the stock market

 on the investment-grade bond market

 on the high yield bond market

 on the US economy

 on the economy of Kazakhstan

Degree of influence

Moderate

Limited

Moderate

Limited

Limited

Comment

Stock sale

-

High yield bond sale

-

The external debt of banks is $8 billion, it was 
$39.2 billion in 2008

What was SVB like
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Causes of the collapse
NASDAQ Composite index

SIVB

Background

 The increase in US Federal Reserve rates has reduced the market price of bonds bought with 
deposit money. The unrealized loss was $15.9 billion with an equity of $15.8 billion in 202

 The tech industry's systemic decline was reflected by a decrease in deposits from $198 billion 
in March 2022 to $173 billion in December 2022

What was SVB like

 16 US bank by assets of $209 
billio

 Clients are Silicon Valley technology 
companie

 Rapid growth - the volume of 
deposits increased from $62 billion 
in 2019 to $173 billion in 202

 The funds raised were directed to 
the purchase of securities, largely 
long-term ones (5-10 years) to their 
redemption

Liabilities

Equity

Loans

Other

Deposits

Securities

Loans

Cash

Other

Assets



Reason

 A low percent of liquid assets and equity (low regulatory requirements

 Highly concentrated client base (clients of tech companies, large venture funds). 97.3% of 
deposits above the guaranteed amount

Timeline (March 2023)
The unrealized loss was $15.9 billion with an equity of $15.8 billion in 2022

March 8, 2023 – to obtain liquidity and subsequent plans to increase equity, SVB sells the 
Central Bank for $21 billion at a 9% loss.

On March 9 investors begin to worry, and depositors begin to withdraw funds more actively 
(requests for $42 billion, $16 billion succeeded)

On March 10 the bank is declared bankrupt

Consequences are affected companies
Companies that held funds in the bank



Consequences are estimated losses
TOP 10 bank shareholders (losses are not catastrophic for SVB shareholders)

Consequences are estimated losses
TOP 10 funds that held SVB shares - losses are not catastrophic



Other banks at risk

Safe High risk

 High level of capitalization
 The risks are significantly reduced by 

the Dodd-Frank Act
 They may increase the deposit base due 

to transfers of deposits from riskier 
banks;

 Regional banks with low capitalization
 Concentrated deposit base
 A high percentage of the unrealized loss

What is known for now
 President Joe Biden promised that the authorities will put to justice for the situation 

with the bank's bankruptc

 The Fed, FDIC and the Ministry of Finance have developed a plan to support depositors 
and urgent financing of banks, other financial institutions related to the bankruptcy of 
Silicon Valley Bank

 Shareholders and some holders of unsecured debts will not be protected. Only 
depositors, not the bank itself

 FDIC will sell the assets of Silicon Valley Bank, which will allow making payments on all 
uninsured deposits, the sale of Silicon Valley Bank to an investor is not excluded

 HSBC buys the British subsidiary of Silicon Valley Bank for 1 pound

 PS. First Republic Bank has access to financing up to $70 billion from the Federal 
Reserve and JP Morgan.



Market reaction for 03/13/2023

Financial sector stocks in S&P 500 Index

 Shares of banks at risk declined at double-digit rates

 The demand for crypto assets is growing due to the declining public trust in the banking 
system. Major cryptocurrencies add more than 10%

 However, the collapse of SVB affected the price of stablecoins. Circle had $3.3 billion in SVB. 
The USDC stablecoin has lost more than 10% of its value and its dollar peg

 The yield curve of US government bonds declined significantly, while the price of gold rose 
above $ 1,900 per ounce.



Possible negative scenario

Due to delayed payments on deposits in SVB, the technology sector may face insolvency 
(domino effect)

The growth of household and business distrust of other banks (Bank run) or the flow of 
deposits from regional banks to systemic banks, which will lead to the bankruptcy of 
small banks

Banks may begin to increase the share of short-term highly liquid assets (including cash), 
and this will lead to a decrease in demand for long-term securities and their sale

Problems in the financial market may spill over into the economy (as in 2008) and a 
recession may begin.

Problems in the financial market may spill over into the economy (as in 2008) and a 
recession may begin.

The banking sector of the Republic of Kazakhstan is more prepared compared to 2008: 
the external debt of banks is $8 billion, it was $39.2 billion in 2008, and the share of 
liquid assets is 40% at an optimal level of 20%, the share of the Central Bank in assets is 
only 22%

Kazakhstan will feel pressure through following channels
 fall in oil prices and tenge devaluatio
 risk growth is a premium for all investment instrument
 impairment of residents' external assets



Disclaimer:
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